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EPSON Disc Producer PP-100II Kiosk Mode

  

WaarderingNog niet gewaardeerd 
Stel een vraag over dit artikel 

Beschrijving 

The new EPSON Discproducer PP- 100II Kiosk Mode, a production system for the fully automated burn and print CD / DVD media. The Kiosk
Mode Version conveniently ejects completed CD copies onto a front tray

The Discproducer PP- 100II from Epson is a DVD and CD Disc Publisher class and combines proven features with new advancements.

The Discproducer used to archive the most accurate, most reliable CD - DVD drives on the market from the Pioneer PR1 series. And with the
USB 3.0 SuperSpeed interface, it can burn up to 30 CDs or 15 DVDs in one hour and full-surface printing.

The powerful PP- 100II burns up to 100 discs or more than 4 terabytes of data in a single pass. The device is protected from dust and fully
automatically in order to ensure a reliable and safe operation. Its patented AcuGrip robotic arm ensures that only one disc is recorded, so that
production runs can run unattended.

The maintenance cartridge and the CD-/DVD-drives can be replaced by the user, whereby the PP- 100II assuring a long life of over 70,000
discs and long-term cost benefits.

The Discproducer also saves space with their compact size and is stackable, what with large production needs is a valuable benefit especially
for businesses.

The software Total Disc Maker 5.0 is included. It offers high-performance, advanced features such as the readback Tool to Find a file with a
complete stack is searched from 50 discs. By merging feature is the pressure also individual database content is printed on each disc surface
and simplifies the batch production.

Optical discs are a long-term reliable storage medium and keep magnetic fields, water, humidity and dust stood. They offer the peace of mind
that the data is secure. And they are future-friendly, as even the latest drives can still read the very first CDs.

A special feature of this device is the individual ink cartridges which make the system significantly stands out from its competitors. Compared to
previous systems, the inks are actually here to 100 % depleted. Thus, this system achieved the lowest cost per disc for devices in its class.
Combined with the patented Water Shield media you do with it from your CDs and DVDs produced a real eye-catcher and can the created
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media Ideal use for marketing purposes. By the LED indicator on the front the levels can be easily monitored.

  

Duplication Service
Clinics and Practices
Features
Video

Duplication Service

Are you an on duplicating CD / DVD media specialist service provider? Use the Epson PP-100II to go into the high-margin and fast
growing media production market. Whether for series or individual production, the high reliability and efficiency of Robotics and
color printing make the Epson Discproducer ™ is the ideal entry-level system for service providers.

  

Clinics and Practices

The change from analog X-ray or CT film to digital imaging offers new perspectives in order to reduce process costs and improving
patient service. Through the use of digital patient data such as radiology, cardiology, ultrasound or CT images doctors and patients
can be informed faster, better and safer.

(PACs software with DICOM interface available)

  

Features

Reliability
Printing quality
Affordable printing costs
Comfort
Compact design
High Capacity
Single ink cartridges
Patented robotics

Minimum requirements for the Discproducer

Pentium Processor with 700 MHz or higher
256MB RAM, 512 MB RAM recommended
7200 RPM hard drive with activated DMA
USB 2.0 required

Please note:

For DVD-R systems at least Windows 2000 or XP with NTFS hard drive partition is required. Now available with free Epson Total Disc
Maker software for Apple MAC OS systems: 

10.7.3 Lion
10.6.8 Snow Leopard

Video
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